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Abstract. Protecting sensitive data in web and mobile applications requires
identifying sensitive data, which typically needs intensive manual efforts. In ad-
dition, deciding sensitive data subjects to users’ requirements and the application
context. Existing research efforts on identifying sensitive data from its descrip-
tive texts focus on keyword/phrase searching. These approaches can have high
false positives/negatives as they do not consider the semantics of the descrip-
tions. In this paper, we propose S3, an automated approach to identify sensitive
data based on user requirements. It considers semantic, syntactic and lexical in-
formation comprehensively, aiming to identify sensitive data by the semantics of
its descriptive texts. We introduce the notion concept space to represent the user’s
notion of privacy, by which our approach can support flexible user requirements
in defining sensitive data. Our approach is able to learn users’ preferences from
readable concepts initially provided by users, and automatically identify related
sensitive data. We evaluate our approach on over 18,000 top popular applications
from Google Play Store. S3 achieves an average precision of 89.2%, and average
recall 95.8% in identifying sensitive data.

1 Introduction

Web and mobile applications are becoming an essential part of our daily life, including
online banking, social network service, health care, etc. These online services handle
users’ sensitive data, such as passwords, health records, and financial information. Pro-
tecting users’ sensitive data on web and mobile platforms is getting more and more
important. Recent incidents [5, 33] have leaked information of hundreds of millions of
users.

Separating and protecting user data is a basic principle of computer security. User
data protection requires to distinguish sensitive data and insensitive data, and provide
stronger but more expensive mechanisms to ensure sensitive data security against a
powerful adversary. There are many existing research efforts [3, 7, 17, 18, 27, 36, 37]
on protecting sensitive data both on web and mobile applications. Researchers develop
solutions that utilize other secure devices (including mobile phones) [4, 23, 28, 29] to
protect the security of sensitive data in the web platform from being affected. Other
solutions [7, 15, 17, 27] perform taint analysis based on user-specified sensitive data
sources in the mobile platforms.



The solutions to protect sensitive data often need developers/users to identify sen-
sitive data, which is a challenging task. Deciding whether a piece of data is sensitive
subjects to users’ preference and the application context. User’s privacy preference may
change with the application scenario. Identifying sensitive data typically needs intensive
manual efforts [21], which prevents large-scale analysis of sensitive data. Therefore, we
need a way that can automatically identify sensitive data based on users’ requirements.

Sensitive data is hardly distinguishable from insensitive data in the programming
representations of web and mobile applications. For example, the <span> element
displaying a user’s bank balance is same as the <span> element displaying the web-
site title in terms of a machine. However, it’s easy for the user to know that her bank
balance is more sensitive than the website title, because she understands the meaning
of the data or its surrounding descriptive text. Therefore, instead of analyzing source
code of applications, it is more accurate and efficient to identify sensitive data from
the user interface (UI), and understand the semantic meaning of data or its surrounding
descriptive text.

Several solutions have been proposed to identify sensitive data using the descrip-
tive text in mobile applications. Supor [10] identifies sensitive input data of Android
applications by keyword based searching on descriptive texts. UIPicker [21] utilizes
SVM (Support Vector Machine) to learn sensitive descriptive texts with sensitive key-
words as features. AutoCog [26] identifies the real permissions an Android application
requires from its descriptions on Google Play, by analyzing the semantic meaning of
noun phrases, verb phrases and possessives. Whyper [24] considers both actions and
noun phrases to further increase the accuracy. However, all the existing approaches are
based on only key word/phrase/counterpart searching, with no complete semantic infor-
mation considered. For instance, all of them incorrectly classify the sentence “Facebook
will not save your password” as sensitive because of the detection of a sensitive phrase
“save your password”, though it is only a normal claim message. Moreover, none of the
prior work takes into account the flexible user requirements.

In this paper, we propose a more advanced technique, S31, to identify sensitive
data. S3 aims to understand users’ preferences by extracting the semantic concepts
from a set of user-provided texts, and identifies unseen sensitive data with a learning-
based approach. Instead of outputting a Boolean result in prior work, S3 produces a
probability of a text being sensitive to make the measurement controllable by setting a
threshold in different strictness levels. Besides, S3 classifies sensitive data as multiple
categories such as credential data, profile data and financial data, in a more fine-grained
way, so that users and developers are able to choose different categories of sensitive
data on demand for further protection.
Contributions.

– To the best of our knowledge, S3 is the first automated approach to precisely iden-
tify sensitive data by analyzing its semantic meaning on a large scale. S3 reduces
much manual effort of identifying sensitive data for further protection and research
on it.

1 S3 stands for semantics, syntax, and sentiment



– S3 supports flexible user requirements in defining sensitive data. It enables users to
define sensitive data on demand by providing initial concepts. Then S3 is able to
automatically identify unseen sensitive data by learning from the concepts.

– We conduct a series of evaluation, and compare S3 with existing approaches. Eval-
uation results show that S3 is able to identify sensitive data with high precision
and recall, and can correctly identify instances which are not handled in existing
approaches.

2 Overview

In this section, we introduce our motivation, and analyze the challenges faced by sensi-
tive data identification. We then introduce techniques used in natural language process-
ing (NLP) as a background. At last, we give an overview of our solution.

2.1 Motivation

Sensitive data (e.g., login input box, shopping history, and profile data) in a UI wid-
get is usually surrounded or embedded with a descriptive text [10, 21], indicating its
functionality. Our approach leverages such descriptive texts to measure its sensitive-
ness, following the same setting in [21]. The descriptive texts in mobile applications
are usually short, and well-spelled, which makes S3 quite effective in identifying sen-
sitive data. Users can define sensitive data categories on demand, by providing concept
texts for S3 to learn from. For example, one may use “password”, “pin code”, etc., to
define credential data.

2.2 Challenges in Sensitive Data Identification.

Importance of Semantics. The data sensitiveness is highly dependent on its seman-
tic meaning. For instance, the sentence “Facebook will not save your password.” does
not indicate sensitive data, because it is just a declaration text showing Facebook will
not violate users’ privacy. Prior work [10, 21, 24, 26] incorrectly identifies this text as
sensitive because of the detection of a key phrase “save your password”. Consider two
sentences, “Register account” and “Account registered”. The former one describes a
sensitive operation requesting information, and the latter one is a hint text confirming
that the account has already been registered. Existing work cannot distinguish the sen-
sitiveness of the two sentences, because they are composed of same sensitive keywords
“register” and “account”. Another representative example is “Log in” and “Logged in”.
The first one describes a sensitive operation but the second one is a normal message
indicating the user has already logged in. Both of them have the same words, regardless
of their forms, but their sensitiveness are significantly different, because of the differ-
ent part of speech of “log”. Therefore, to give a more accurate measurement of the
sensitiveness, we have to learn its semantic meaning.
Flexible user requirements. Sensitive data are subjective to users’ preference and ap-
plication context. For instance, a banking application is most likely to handle users’
sensitive financial data, while a social network application contains mostly sensitive



Table 1: Members of the intermediate structure.
Item Description
Noun Phrase List Reflect the content of the data it

describes
Verb Phrase List Reflect the operation it guides users

to perform
Modifiers Adjectives of nouns in noun phrases
Lemma List Mapping of original word to its

lemma form
POS Tag List Mapping of a word to its

pos tag
Parse Tree Hierarchical view of the syntax

structure for the sentence

profile data instead. However, existing work treats all of them equally, which is not
reasonable to users. It is preferable to identify sensitive data in a more flexible way,
by allowing users to customize the classification of sensitive data they are really cared
about.

2.3 NLP Background

The semantic meaning of texts is critical for correctly identifying sensitive data. To
understand the semantics of a text, we need NLP techniques to process it. With advance
of existing NLP techniques, the grammatical structure of a natural language sentence
can be parsed accurately. We next briefly introduce the key NLP techniques used in our
work.

Parts Of Speech (POS) Tagging [12, 32]. It is also called “word tagging”, “gram-
matical tagging” and “word-category disambiguation”. POS tagging is able to identify
the part of speech (such as nouns and verbs) a particular word in a sentence belongs to.
Current state-of-the-art approaches have been shown to achieve 97% [19] accuracy in
classifying POS tags for well-written news articles.

Named Entity Recognition [8]. It is also known as “entity identification” and “en-
tity extraction”, and works as a subtask of information extraction. These techniques are
able to classify words in a sentence into predefined categories such as names, quantities,
and expressions of time.

Phrase and Clause Parsing. It is also known as “chunking”. This technique divides
a sentence into a constituent set of words (or phrases) that logically belong together
(such as a Noun Phrase and Verb Phrase) to analyze the syntax of the sentence. Current
state-of-the-art approaches can achieve around 90% [19] accuracy in classifying phrases
and clauses over well-written news articles.

Syntactic Parsing [11]. It generates a parse tree of a sentence showing the hierar-
chical view of the syntax structure for the sentence. By traversing the parse tree, we are
able to identify target phrases (such as noun phrases and verb phrases) and POS tags.
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Fig. 1: Overall architecture of S3.

2.4 Approach Overview

The overall architecture of S3 is illustrated in Figure 1. S3 takes a raw text as input.
Preprocessor processes this text to generate an intermediate structure. The intermediate
structure is a data structure holding all the required information for further analysis.
It contains the syntax information and other information such as noun phrases, verb
phrases, POS tags, etc. Then S3 analyzes its topic by extracting its semantic meaning,
and produces a candidate sensitive category. Finally, S3 decides its sensitiveness by
analyzing its syntax, POS, and sentiment information.

Each sensitive category is represented as a set of vectors, called concept space in the
following, constructed from concept words/phrases provided by users. The knowledge
base is a large corpus of texts, from which S3 is able to identify the semantic relation
of unseen texts and the concept space, and thus determines its topic.

Preprocessing inputs. The NLP techniques we have discussed above are used as a pre-
processor in S3 to accept the raw natural-language sentences as input and produces an
intermediate structure for further analysis. It uses standard NLP techniques to perform
text splitting, stopword removal, phrase collection, modifier extraction, lemma recov-
ery, part of speech tagging, and syntactic parsing. Figure 2 gives an illustrating example
of partial preprocessing result. The sentence node is labeled as S. It is the child of the
root node. The interior nodes of the tree are labeled by non-terminal tags (e.g., verb
phrases VP and noun phrases NP). The leaf nodes are labeled by terminal tags (e.g.,
pronouns PRP$ and nouns NN). In summary, Table 1 lists the members of the interme-
diate structure of a text after preprocessing.

3 S3 Design

In this section, we describe the core components of S3. They analyze the topic of a
preprocessed text, and decides its sensitiveness.
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Fig. 2: Preprocessing of a sample sentence.

3.1 Topic Analysis

In this part, S3 analyzes the semantic meaning of a preprocessed text to produce a
candidate sensitive category for it.

To get a knowledge of the sensitiveness, the first thing is to know the topic of the
sentence. Intuitively, noun phrases in a sentence relate to its content, and verb phrases
relate to actions. We analyze the topic of a text based on the two phrases. In S3, the
semantic meaning of both phrases is obtained by measuring the semantic distance of
the target phrase and each sensitive category in a vector space, where each category has
its own cluster, referred to as concept space. The closest sensitive category is chosen to
classify its sensitiveness.

Concept Space. We use vector representations of words [20] to create a domain
of sensitive category to represent concept space in our approach. The intuition is to
cluster closely related sensitive words/phrases in the vector space, so that we are able
to classify unseen texts based on the clusters. Such words and phrases in the clusters
are called concepts, provided by users or developers. For example, one may create a
category “Credentials” by feeding concepts of “username”, “password” and “pin code”.
S3 then constructs a concept space based on them for this category.

An unseen word/phrase is classified to a sensitive category based on K-Nearest
Neighbors (KNN) algorithm [6]. It first transforms the word/phrase to its vector repre-
sentation, and then calculates K nearest vectors under a predefined threshold of simi-
larity distance in the concept space of each category. A word/phrase is classified to the
i-th sensitive category if Ki is maximum, and assigned with the maximum similarity
score in the concept space as its probability. If no neighbors are found, this word/phrase
is classified as insensitive. The similarity distance between two vectors is measured us-
ing cosine similarity [9], which is a standard way of quantifying the similarity between
two documents in the vector space in document retrieval [31]. In order to improve the
result of classification, S3 uses the lemma form of each word in noun phrases and verb
phrases. The lemma forms can be obtained in the intermediate structure.

Modifier Analysis. The semantic meaning of concepts are affected by the words
modifying it. Specifically, a noun phrase often contains adjectives that can affect its



sensitiveness. For instance, the sentence “Email address” describes sensitive profile in-
formation but the sentence “Invalid email address” is a normal hint message. Therefore
it is necessary to analyze the sentiment of the adjectives to improve the accuracy. In our
approach, we use SentiWordNet [2] to give a sentiment score of an adjective. A neg-
ative adjective is assigned a negative value. The more negative the word is, the larger
the absolute value of its sentiment score is. S3 first collects adjectives in a noun phrase
using POS information in the intermediate structure. Then it adds the sentiment score
to its probability of being sensitive if the sentiment score is negative and thus reduces
its probability.

3.2 Sensitiveness Decision

Topic analysis, giving only candidate sensitive category, is not sufficient to determine
the sensitiveness. For instance, the sentence “Register account” describes a sensitive
action but the sentence “Account registered” is an insensitive message showing that
the account has already been registered. However they are both classified as the same
sensitive category because they consist of same words in lemma form. Therefore, de-
spite topic analysis, S3 also performs syntax, lexical and sentiment analysis to finally
determine the sensitiveness.

Syntax Analysis. Empirically, we observe noun phrases and verb phrases in sen-
sitive descriptive texts usually have fixed syntactic patterns, and we note such nodes a
Candidate Block (CB) in the parsing tree. We summarize three syntactic patterns with
CB notations of a descriptive text as follows:

– Noun phrase only (CBNP ). The noun phrase directly indicates the content of the
surrounding data. For instance, “Your password” indicates a password input box.

– Verb only (CBA). The action (verb) indicates some operation. For instance, “Log
in” and “Register” describe sensitive account operations. “Pay with Paypal” is also
a CBA, as shown in Figure 3c, where “Paypal” is removed as a name of entity.

– Verb phrase (verb+noun phrase) (CBANP ). In the parsing tree of a sentence, if a
noun phrase node has an ancestor verb phrase node (V P ), we say the noun phrase
is dominated by the action in the V P . For instance, in “Register account”, the
noun phrase node “account” has a father V P node of action “Register” as shown
in Figure 3a, then the noun phrase is dominated by the action.

In the case of CBA and CBNP co-existing in a text without forming a CBANP ,
we empirically defines the priority of CBNP is higher than that of CBA. For example,
in the case of “Account registered” as shown in Figure 3b, the noun phrase “account” is
the emphasis of the sentence, and the action “registered” modifies it.

After S3 collects all the CBs, it checks if their ancestor nodes or sibling nodes
contain verb phrases. If verb phrases are found, the sentence is identified as insensitive.
This is because the surrounding verb phrases can reduce the sensitiveness of a CB
significantly. In Figure 3b, the CBNP “Account” has a sibling verb phrase “registered”.
Therefore the meaning of this sentence is to state the noun phrase is operated by the
action and thus the sensitiveness of the noun phrase is reduced to insensitive by the
action. In Figure 3a, the CBANP has no surrounding nodes containing verb phrases, so
the whole sentence is sensitive.
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Fig. 3: Syntax analysis illustration. The red rectangles indicate CBs.

POS Analysis. For sentences containing only a CBA , e.g., “Log in” and “Logged
in”, POS affects the sensitiveness of the CBA significantly. In our approach, we as-
sume only the base form (noted as VB in the parse tree) and non-3rd person singular
present (noted as VBP in parse tree) of a verb remain the sensitiveness. Other forms of
a verb will reduce the sensitiveness of the CBA to insensitive. For example, the word
“Logged” is tagged as VBN (past participle) in the sentence “Logged in”. The sensitive-
ness of this sentences is reduced to insensitive. S3 checks POS of the action in a CBA

of a sentence to revise its sensitiveness.
Sentiment Analysis. We observe that negative sentiment of descriptive texts makes

it insensitive (e.g., “Login failed”). We have tried Stanford Sentiment Analysis [30]
but it does not produce satisfactory results of identifying the sentiment of texts in our
problem domain. We have observed that most of the negative descriptive texts include
some common keywords like “fail”, “no”, “error”, etc. In our approach, we make a
list of such negative words. S3 performs a keyword-based searching in a sentence to
analyze its sentiment. A sentence is negative if it contains any of the negative keywords.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we present the evaluation of S3. Given a piece of text, S3 classifies it
to some sensitive category with a probability. We first introduce the experiment setup
of evaluation. Then we analyze the results of evaluation, and compare S3 with related
work. Finally we analyze the causes of producing false positives and false negatives.

We implemented the preprocessor based on Stanford CoreNLP [19] to generate
the intermediate structure, which is a state-of-the-art suit of core NLP tools including
Stanford Parser from Stanford. To map words to the concept space, we implemented
Stanford GloVe [25] for vector representation of words. We use English Wikipedia



Table 2: Categories of sensitive data.
Category # CoNP # CoA # CoSA
Account 5 16 6
Calendar 4 5 0
Credential 16 18 0
Finance 30 10 4
Profile 45 21 0
Search & History 6 6 2
Setting 8 9 1

#CoNP: Number of noun phrases; #CoA:
Number of actions; #CoSA: Number of sin-
gle actions.

2014 and Gigaword version 5 [14] as the base corpus. Each word is represented as a
vector of 300 dimensions.

4.1 Evaluation Setup

We evaluate S3 on Android applications. We get all the text resources of an Android
application using decompiling technique. In this paper, we use texts from a snapshot of
popular Android applications. The app data set was generated from the official Google
Play Store in November 2016. It contains the top 500 free applications in each cate-
gory (34 categories totally). Except some connection errors occurred in the download-
ing process, we collected 18,681 applications totally. For each application, we extract
texts from /res/values/strings.xml file after decompiling it. We remove non-English texts
from all the 18,681 applications and finally get 1,741,143 distinct English texts. We sort
them based on the frequency of each text appearing in all the applications. In our evalu-
ation, we manually define 7 sensitive categories. For each category, we define concepts
for noun phrases, actions and single actions respectively. Information of the 7 categories
is illustrated in Table 2.

We first manually annotate the top 5,152 frequent texts using the listed categories.
In our evaluation, we invite five volunteers to annotate these texts independently. A text
is annotated as one category only if at least three volunteers label the text as the same
category. Then S3 is applied on these texts to output results under different thresholds
of similarity distance from 0.5 to 1.0 with 0.05 as interval. For each threshold, we
measure the number of true positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN) and
false negatives (FN), which are illustrated as follows:

– TP: A text which S3 correctly identifies as sensitive (category).
– FP: A text which S3 incorrectly identifies as sensitive (category).
– TN: A text which S3 correctly identifies as not sensitive (category).
– FN: A text which S3 incorrectly identifies as not sensitive (category).

In statistical classification [22], Precision is defined as the ratio of the number of
true positives to the total number of items reported to be true, and Recall is defined



as the ratio of the number of true positives to the total number of items that are true.
F-score is defined as the weighted harmonic mean of Precision and Recall. Accuracy is
defined as the ratio of sum of true positives and true negatives to the total number of
items. Higher values of precision, recall, F-Score, and accuracy indicate higher quality
of S3 to identify sensitive data. Based on the total number of TPs, FPs, TNs, and FNs,
we compute the precision, recall, F-score, and accuracy of S3 in identifying sensitive
texts as follows:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(1)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(2)

F–score =
2 · Precision ·Recall

Precision+Recall
(3)

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + TN + FN
(4)

4.2 Results

In this section, we describe the evaluation results and compare S3 with related work. We
first measure the effectiveness of S3 under different thresholds in identifying sensitive
texts to find the optimal threshold. Then we analyze in detail the effectiveness under the
optimal threshold. Finally, we compare S3 with other approaches.

Threshold Setting Errors of S3 come from false positives and false negatives. S3 seeks
to achieve higher performance than prior work by reducing false positives and false neg-
atives. However, to choose the optimal threshold in the trade-off of false positives and
false negatives, we seek less false negatives than false positives. This is because false
positives identify normal data as sensitive, and thus cause over protection, while false
negatives leave sensitive data unprotected, and cause more serious consequences, e.g.,
data exposed to attackers. In statistics, Recall can reflect the measure of false nega-
tives and Precision reflects false positives. Therefore we seek higher recall value than
precision value in this paper.

The threshold controls the relatedness measure between a target noun phrase and
action with concept spaces. A higher threshold indicates that the target is classified into
a concept space only with closer relation with the concept space. Evaluation results dif-
fer under different thresholds as illustrated in Figure 4. We compute average precision,
recall, F-score and accuracy of the 7 categories for each threshold. The threshold ranges
from 0.5 to 1.0 with 0.05 as interval. The results show that as threshold increases, pre-
cision first increases sharply before threshold 0.7 and then increases smoothly. Recall
first increases smoothly before threshold 0.7 and then decreases sharply. The reason of
such trend is that a higher threshold means S3 identifies a text as sensitive more strictly
which causes less false positives but more false negatives. The accuracy differs more
smoothly than precision, recall and F-score. This is because the number of negative
samples (4588 identified by human) is much larger than the number of positive samples
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Fig. 4: Evaluation results under different thresholds.

(564 identified by human) in 5152 texts. Therefore the fluctuation between true posi-
tives and true negatives is small and thus affects accuracy little. We can conclude from
the results that under threshold 0.70, recall (95.8%) gets its maximum value and both
F-score (92.2%) and accuracy (99.7%) get the maximum value as well.

Effectiveness Analysis In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of S3 in identi-
fying sensitive texts. We take the optimal threshold 0.7 as an example to describe the
evaluation results. Table 3 shows the evaluation results under threshold 0.7. Column
“Category” lists names of the 7 predefined categories of sensitive data. Column “HI”
lists the number of texts identified as corresponding category of sensitive data by hu-
man users. Column “MI” lists the number of texts identified as corresponding category
of sensitive data by S3. Columns “TP ”, “FP ”, “TN” and “FN” list the number of
true positives, false positives, true negatives and false negatives respectively. Columns
“P (%)”, “R(%)”, “FS(%)” and “Acc(%)” list the percentage of Precision, Recall, F-
score and Accuracy respectively. The evaluation results show that S3 effectively identi-
fies and classifies sensitive texts out of top 5152 frequent texts with average precision,
recall, F-score, and accuracy of 89.2%, 95.8%, 92.2% and 99.7% respectively. If we
treat sensitive data as one category, S3 achieves precision, recall, F-score, and accuracy
of 87.1%, 96.6%, 91.6%, and 98.1% respectively. Evaluation results show that S3 pro-
duces less false negatives than false positives in most categories which is in line with
our expectations. We will discuss the reasons of producing false positives and false
negatives in Section 4.3

Comparison with related work In this section, we compare S3 with related ap-
proaches in identifying sensitive texts. Table 4 shows the comparison results among



Table 3: Evaluation results under threshold 0.7.
Category HI MI TP FP TN FN P (%) R(%) FS(%) Acc(%)

Account 66 66 63 3 5083 3 95.5 95.5 95.5 99.9
Calendar 18 19 17 2 5132 1 89.5 94.4 91.9 99.9
Credential 77 87 75 12 5063 2 86.2 97.4 91.5 99.7
Finance 83 103 81 22 5047 2 78.6 97.6 87.1 99.5
Profile 200 232 193 39 4913 7 83.2 96.5 89.4 99.1
Search & History 42 41 39 2 5108 3 95.1 92.9 94.0 99.9
Setting 78 78 75 3 5071 3 96.2 96.2 96.2 99.9

Average - - - - - - 89.2 95.8 92.2 99.7

One Category∗ 564 626 545 81 4507 19 87.1 96.6 91.6 98.1

HI : Number of texts identified by human as sensitive (category); MI : Number
of texts identified by S3 as sensitive (category); TP : Number of true positives;
FP : Number of false positives; TN : Number of true negatives; FN : Number of
false negatives; P : Precision; R: Recall; FS : F-score; Acc: Accuracy; *: The last
row is computed by treating all sensitive texts as one category.

Table 4: Comparison of S3 and related work.
Sentence Supor UIPicker Whyper AutoCog S3

Enter your password X X X X X
Facebook will not save your password × × × × X
Register Account X X X X X
Account registered × × X × X
Log in X X × × X
Logged in × × × × X
Your Password X X X X X
Invalid password × × × × X

X: The sentence is correctly identified. ×: The sentence is incorrectly identified.

different approaches in identifying sensitive texts. We select eight typical instances to
present the comparison process.

For the sentence “Enter your password”, it describes an input box receiving user’s
password. It contains sensitive keywords “Enter” (an action) and “password” (a noun
phrase). All the approaches are able to correctly identify this sentence as sensitive.
Moreover, S3 can classify it as category “Credential”. The second sentence “Facebook
will not save your password” also contains sensitive keywords “save” (an action) and
“password” (a noun phrase). However it is only a normal hint sentence and describes
no sensitive data. Both Supor and UIPicker incorrectly identify it as sensitive because
it contains sensitive keywords. Whyper also fails because the sentence contains a sensi-
tive noun phrase “your password” with dominant action “save”. AutoCog fails as well
because the sentence has a sensitive verb phrase “save your password”, a sensitive noun
phrase “your password”. However even though the sentence has a sensitive noun phrase
with dominant action (make up a CBANP ), it does not guarantee that it is the point of



the sentence. S3 correctly identifies it because it finds that the CBANP is dominated
by “Facebook will” (has an ancestor node of verb phrase) so that the CBANP is not the
point of the sentence and thus the whole sentence is not sensitive.

Another comparison example is sentences “Register Account” and “Account regis-
tered”. Both of the two sentences have sensitive keywords “Register” and “Account”,
but the meanings of them are significantly different. The former one describes an ac-
count registration manner but the latter one is a hint message saying that the account is
already registered. All the related approaches can correctly identify the former sentence
but fail for the latter sentence. As we are not sure if an action check is compulsory or
not in Whyper, we here assume it is not compulsory so that Whyper correctly identi-
fies the sentence. S3 first identifies the sensitive noun phrase “Account” which makes
up a CBNP . It then analyses that the CBNP has a sibling action (verb phrase) “regis-
tered” which does not dominate the noun phrase. As a result, S3 correctly identifies it
as insensitive.

The part of speech of a word is able to affect the sensitiveness of a text. Take two
sentences “Log in” and “Logged in” as an example. Both contain sensitive keyword
“log” (assuming all the approaches can transform the original token to its lemma form
correctly). Supor and UIPicker can correctly identify “Log in”. Whyper and AutoCog
fail because they are not able to identify single actions. However all the related ap-
proaches fail in identifying “Logged in”. Even though it contains sensitive keyword,
it is a hint text showing the user has already logged in. They fail because the part of
speech of tokens is not considered in the related approaches. S3 can correctly identify
such texts.

Sentiment also affects the sensitiveness of a text. For instance, the sentence “Your
Password” describes an input box receiving user’s password but “Invalid password”
is a hint text showing the user has typed a wrong password even though it contains
the sensitive keyword “password”. Such negative text reduces its sensitiveness. All the
related approaches do not consider the sentiment of a text, so all fail. S3 correctly
identify such text.

4.3 FP/FN Analysis

In this section, we analyze the causes of false positives and false negatives under thresh-
old 0.7. Here we select representative examples to discuss the causes.

First we present why S3 incorrectly identifies a text as some category of sensitive
data, which produces false positives.

– Inaccurate underlying NLP infrastructure. One major source of false positives
is the incorrect syntactic parsing of texts by the underlying NLP infrastructure.
Take the text “Send Email” as an instance. It is not labeled as sensitive data by
our volunteers. However, the underlying Stanford Parser is not able to correctly
parse its syntax in original form. It annotates the whole text as a noun phrase. S3
then analyzes its topic and finally classifies it as category “Profile” with maximum
probability 85.3% as it has three neighbors “email”, “e-mail” and “email address”
while zero neighbors in other categories. However, it correctly parses the syntax
in lowercase form: an action “send” followed by a noun phrase “email”. The noun



phrase “email” is classified as category “Profile” but the dominant action “send” has
no neighbors within threshold in category “Profile”. Therefore, S3 classifies the text
as insensitive in the lowercase form. Due to the classification priority, S3 chooses
the category with the higher probability among original and lowercase form, such
text is eventually identified as category “Profile”. We observe that a majority of
false positives result from incorrect syntactic parsing. Such cases can be addressed
with the advancement in underlying NLP infrastructure.

– Inaccurate threshold control. Take the text “Product ID:” as an example, S3 suc-
cessfully identifies it as a noun phrase “Product ID”/“product id” (in original and
lowercase form respectively) with a following colon. This text matches the pattern
that only contains a noun phrase. In topic analysis, S3 classifies the text using 7
concept spaces. It finds 2 neighbors “id” and “user id” within the threshold with
maximum probability 80.1% in category “Profile” while zero neighbors in other
categories. Then the text is incorrectly identified as category “Profile”, but actually
it is a normal text describing a product. Such false positives result from inaccurate
threshold control and can be addressed by increasing the threshold.

Next we present why S3 incorrectly identifies a text as insensitive, which produces
false negatives.

– Inaccurate underlying NLP infrastructure. Consider the text “Zip Code”. It is
labeled as category “Profile” by volunteers, but S3 identifies it as insensitive. S3
correctly parses the text as a noun phrase in the original form. However, both the
token “Zip” and “Code” are identified as names of entities and then removed. In the
lowercase form, the text is incorrectly parsed as an action “zip” followed by a noun
phrase “code”. Although the noun phrase “code” has neighbors in category “Pro-
file”, the dominant action “zip” has zero neighbors in any categories so the text is
identified as insensitive. In this instance, the syntax is parsed correctly in the orig-
inal form but the underlying named entity analysis is incorrect. Such instances can
be addressed with the improvement of underlying named entity parser. In “Change
Passcode” of the original form, S3 incorrectly parses its syntax as a noun phrase
and in the lowercase form it parses its syntax as an action “change” followed by
an adjective “passcode”. It is easy to know the correct syntax should be an action
“change” followed by a noun phrase “passcode”. Such instances can be addressed
with the advancement of the underlying NLP infrastructure.

– Incomplete knowledge base. For instance, the word “logout” is not found in the
top frequent words of our base corpus English Wikipedia 2014 and Gigaword ver-
sion 5. It causes S3 to incorrectly identify the text “logout” as insensitive. Such
issues can be addressed by collecting more words from the knowledge base corpus.

– Incomplete concept space. There are a few false negatives caused by the incom-
plete concept space. For example, the text “Use street address” is parsed correctly
as an action “use” followed by a noun phrase “street address”. However, the dom-
inant action “use” has zero neighbors of the concept spaces of actions in any cat-
egories. Therefore S3 incorrectly identifies it as insensitive. This case can be ad-
dressed by extending concept spaces or decreasing the threshold.

– CB priority. A small source of false negatives results from the priority issue in
processing CB. For instance, the sentence “Allow Ad to create a calendar event?”



describes a “Setting” manner, but S3 identifies it as insensitive. S3 correctly parses
its syntax as an action “Allow” followed by a noun phrase “Ad” and an action “cre-
ate” followed by a noun phrase “a calendar event”. S3 first identifies the sensitive
candidate noun phrase “a calendar event” because it has three neighbors in category
“Calendar” while noun phrase “Ad” has no neighbors in any categories. Then S3
identifies the noun phrase “a calendar event” is dominated by an action “create”.
This action also has neighbors in concept space of actions in category “Calendar”.
Then the noun phrase “a calendar event” and its dominant action “create” make
up a CBANP . Since the noun phrase “Ad” is insensitive but its dominant action
“Allow” has neighbors in category “Setting”, the action “Allow” makes up a CBA.
Because the CBANP has higher priority than CBA, S3 identifies the sensitiveness
of the text based on the CBANP “create a calendar event”. However the syntax
check fails because the CBANP is dominated by another action “Allow” (the an-
cestor node is a verb phrase). Such issue can be addressed by processing the CB
sequentially until it reaches a sensitive category rather than only processing the top
priority CB.

– CB definition. Rare false negatives result from the issue in defining CB in cases
that the noun phrase and its dominant action belonging to different categories. Take
the text “Search by location” as an instance. It describes a “Search” manner, but
S3 identifies it as insensitive. S3 correctly parses its syntax as an action “Search”
followed by a noun phrase “location”. The noun phrase “location” has neighbors
in category “Profile”, but its dominant action “Search” has no neighbors in cat-
egory “Profile”. Therefore the noun phrase and its dominant action cannot form
a CBANP , and is thus classified as insensitive. Such issue can be addressed by
forming two separate CBs for the noun phrase and its dominant action.

4.4 Performance

We evaluate the performance of S3 by measuring the average time of identifying a
text and its memory usage. We use S3 to identify top 20,000 out of 1,741,143 texts
and measure the average time for each text. The experiment is performed on a Dell
PowerEdge R730 server with 20 cores (40 threads) of Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2660
v3 @ 2.60GHz and 64 GB memory. The operating system is 64 bit Ubuntu 14.04.1 with
Linux 3.19.0 kernel. The total time of processing 20,000 texts is 8682.4 seconds. The
average time for each text is 0.43 seconds. Memory usage is 1,502 MB including the
base corpus.

5 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, S3 is the first systematical tool to automatically iden-
tify sensitive data including input data and output data from descriptive texts in mo-
bile applications. Our approach utilizes NLP and learning based methods to analyze
descriptive texts. Related research efforts using NLP and/or learning based methods
to analyze texts/documents mainly are: 1) Sensitive input data identification in An-
droid applications [10, 21]; 2) Detecting mismatches between Android UIs and pro-



gram behaviors [1]; 3) Description/Review-to-Behavior fidelity analysis in Android ap-
plications [13, 24, 26, 35]; and 4) Automatic discovery of Indicators of Compromise
(IOC) [16].

Sensitive input data identification in Android applications. Supor [10] analyzes
the descriptive texts of input boxes to analyze their sensitiveness. It first locates all the
input boxes of a UI and then searches for their descriptive text. It uses keyword based
searching to analyze such texts, and thus could cause many FP and FN because no se-
mantic and syntactic information are considered. Moreover, the process of generating
keywords needs much manual effort and also lacks flexibility of involving new sensi-
tive data categories. UIPicker [21] utilizes SVM (Support Vector Machine) to learn the
descriptive texts. The features are a set of sensitive keywords. The accuracy tends to
increase as the size of training set increases. However it is also the limitation of this
approach, because it causes much manual effort to prepare a well-labeled training set.
The features are also limited by the size of sensitive keywords, so that it cannot handle
unknown words. Compared with such approaches, S3 considers complete semantic and
syntactic information to give accurate sensitiveness of a descriptive text. Besides, S3
does not require much manual effort to prepare massive keywords or training set.

Detecting mismatches between Android UIs and program behaviors. Back-
Stage [1] checks the advertised functionality of Android UI elements (e.g., buttons)
against their implemented functionality to detect such mismatches. To get the advised
functionality, it analyzes the descriptive texts of these elements. It collects all the verbs
and nouns from their application dataset and then clusters them into 250 classes. It gets
the advertised functionality by testing the membership of a target UI element among
the 250 clusters. The approach of BackStage is similar to the topic analysis of S3, but
it does not consider syntactic information. Therefore, BackStage is able to get only
the approximate meaning of a descriptive text, and is thus not applicable to identifying
sensitiveness.

Description/Review-to-Behavior fidelity analysis in Android applications. Ap-
proaches are proposed to identify the real permissions an Android application needs
from its descriptions (Description-to-Behavior fidelity) or users’ reviews (Review-
to-Behavior fidelity). AutoCog [26], Whyper [24], and TAPVerifier [35] analyze
Description-to-Behavior fidelity. AutoCog uses a learning based method to generate
a dataset of noun phrases with corresponding verb phrases and possessives (called np-
counterpart in the paper) if any. It performs an np-counterpart based searching on de-
scriptions to identify the real permissions. Actually it is an extension of keyword based
searching, and does not consider complete syntactic information as well. Whyper first
extracts related noun phrases and actions from API documents. Then it checks if the
noun phrase is dominated by the action in a description. It considers syntactic informa-
tion, but it is not complete, and no other semantic information (e.g., POS, sentiment) is
considered. TAPVerifier first collects verbs in different actions and then defines seman-
tic patterns of descriptions. However, only verbs are not sufficient to analyze the sensi-
tiveness of a text in our problem domain. AUTOREB [13] analyses Review-to-Behavior
fidelity. The approach of AUTOREG is similar to UIPicker. It also uses a machine learn-
ing method and the features of the classifier are keywords as well. The difference is that



AUTOREB utilizes the “relevance feedback” technique [34] to add relevant words to
the keyword list. Syntactic information is not considered in AUTOREG either.

Automatic discovery of Indicators of Compromise (IOC). IOC is an artifact ob-
served on a network or in an operating system that with high confidence indicates a
computer intrusion. It can be converted into a machine-readable OpenIOC format for
automatically analysis. iACE [16] is proposed to discover IOC data in online pages
(e.g., blogs, forums) and creates IOC in OpenIOC format. It first identifies IOC sen-
tences in a document by searching IOC tokens and context terms. It identifies IOC
tokens with regrexes and uses keyword based searching to identify context terms. Then
it checks the relation between IOC tokens and context terms by graph mining. Finally,
it creates IOC if the relation passes the check. Though iACE considers relatively com-
plete syntactic information, regrex matching of identifying IOC tokens and keyword
based searching of identifying context terms could cause many FPs and FNs.

In our problem domain, it is impossible to standardize sensitive data because differ-
ent users may care about different sensitive data. Therefore it requires an approach that
allows users to define sensitive data on demand. This is a key aspect of S3. It proposes
the notion of concept space to represent a category of sensitive data. None of the related
approaches have such flexibility to define a category on demand. S3 performs a careful
revision of sensitiveness with complete syntax, POS and sentiment information taken
into account. None of the related approaches are applicable in our problem domain.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose S3, an automated approach to identify sensitive data from flex-
ible user requirements. S3 takes semantic, syntactic and lexical analysis into account to
understand the semantic meaning of sensitive data and then decides its sensitiveness. To
enable S3 to support flexible user requirements in defining sensitive data, we propose
the notion concept space which is constructed by initial readable concepts provided by
users. S3 is able to learn users’ preferences from the concept space, and automatically
identify related sensitive data. We evaluate S3 on 18,681 application from top 500 free
applications in 34 categories of Google Play. We classify sensitive data into 7 cate-
gories. S3 achieves an average precision of 89.2%, and average recall 95.8% (within
threshold 0.7) in classifying sensitive data.
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